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horizontalwind field,the forcingspectrum becomes more compli-

catexl,and a speeta'umof waves isgenerated thatisnot a direct

reflectionof the spectrum of the surfaceheightvariation.Model

spatialresolutionrequireddepends on theamplitudeof forcing;for

verynonlinearcasesconsidered,verticalresolutionwas 250 m, and

horizontalresolutionwas slightlygreaterthan 1 km. For smaller

forcingamplitudes,spatialresolutionwas much coarser,being Ikm

intheverticaland about 10kin inthehorizontal.Background static

stabilityand mean wind aretypicalofthoseobserved intheVenus

atmosphere.

Computations to datehave comidcrcd a periodicsinusoidally

varyingsurfaceheight.Such forcingisrelevanttothe situationin

which surfacetopography consistsof a seriesof ridgesextending

overa regionlargelycompared tothedimensions of eachindividual

ridge.Because of the particularvariationswith altitudeof static

stabilityand mean wind in the Venus atmosphere, an evanescent

regionexistsbetween about 15 krnaltitudeand justbelow thecloud

layerfor waves having horizontalwavelengths lessthan about

I00 kin.This means waves generatedatthe surfacehaving short

wavelengths do not propagate to cloud levelswith significant

amplitude.At longerwavelengths (> 100 kin),waves easilyreach

cloud levelsand above.With surfacewind speedsofseveralm/s and

surfaceslopeshaving valuesin thevicinityof 0.02 (notunreason-

able values in the higher mountainous regions of Venus such as

Aphrodite),w ave amplitudesarclargeenough tocauseconsiderable

nordincareffects.From thesurfacetocloud levelsand above,wave

spatial patterns are relatively complicated and the spectra exhibit
much shorter wavelengths than typical of the surface height varia-

tion, the dominant wavelength being somewhat less than 100 km for

a surface height wavelength of 400 kin. For this same case, maxi-

mum vertical winds at middle cloud levels associated with the

waves are typical of the 2-3 m/s vertical winds observed by the

VEGA balloon as it overflew the Aphrodite region. Wave horizontal

wind amplitude at middle cloud levels is about 10 m/s. To date, with

reasonable values of the surface forcing, wc have not been able to

generate waves having sufficicnt amplitude to cause wave breaking.
Wave-induced mean winds are largest near the surface, and can

become comparable to the low-altitude background wind.
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The structure of the middle atmosphere of Venus and its upper

clouds, derived from infrared spectrometry (from 250 to 1650 cm- 1)

on Venera 15 [ 1-5] are discussed. Poleward increasing of tempera-

ture, monotonous on the average, at altitudes h >70 km changes to

poleward decreasing at h <60 kin. Temperature inversion at 85-

95 km at low latitudes was observed as a half-day wave with two

minima near 9:130 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., with a more pronounced

morning feature. At high latitudes the inversion with temperature

minimum near 64 km exists. There are several minima depending

on solar time, but the most pronounced is one on the dayside, where

the depth of inversion may reach more than 40 K (near 10:00 a.m.;

we have no observations closer to noon). Another minimum is

situated symmewically on the nightside. Usually in the polar region

the temperature inversion is situated deeper in the atmosphere (near

62 kin). A jet at latitudes 50°-55°N divides Venus into two drasti-

cally different latitude zones: pretty homogeneous at 56-95-km

zone <50 ° N with diffuse clouds and daily temperature variations

near cloud tops about several degrees, and zone >55°N (where such

dynamic structuresascoldcollarand hotdipolewere observed)with

dense low clouds (withthe exceptionsof the regionsat 550---80°N

outsidethe coldcollar).

Wc separateVenus intofourlatitudinalzones with approximate

latitudeboundaries,where thedifferentIR-featurcswere observed.

They are characterizedby differentcloud scale height,H, and

observed positionof upgcr boundary of clouds(opticalthicknessis

reached unit):h (i152)isforspectralregion withmaximal aerosol

absorptioncoefficient(I152 cm-1), and h (365) for the spectral

region with minimal aerosol absorptioncoefficient(365 cm-1).

They are

I.I<55- ratherhomogeneous, low and mid latitudes,withH a=

3.5-4 krn,and h (I152)= 67-69 kin,and h (365) = 57-59 krn.

2.55 <I<75 - themost inhomogcneous latitudesas foraerosol,

and for temperature.Two typesof areasare found here:(I)cold

collar,with H a _<I krn,h (I152) = 60--62 km, and h (365) =

58-60 krn,and (2) inhomogencous areasoutsidecold collarwith

H a _>4-5 krn,h (1152) = 70-72 kin,and h (365) = 56-60 km.

3.75 <I <85 - the hot dipole.The temperature isonly several

degreeshigherinhotdipolethanoutsideitneartheupper boundary

of the clouds atthe same levelsin theatmosphere. The clouds arc

situatedlower and have largerscaleheight.For the hot dipoleH a=

l-1.5kin,h(l152)= 59-63 kin,and h(365)= 56-58 km, and outside

it,H a _<1 kin,h (1152) = 63--64krn,and h (365) = 61-63 kin.

4. ]>85 - usually the clouds hcrc have a very sharp upper

boundary, with H a _<0.5 kin,h (I152)= 62---64Ion,and h (365)=
62---64kin.
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Two sets of measurements of SO2bands in the Venus spectra are

presented and compared: IR spectra obtained on the USSR Venera

15 orbiter [1-3] and UV spectra from the American Pioneer Venus

orbiter and sounding rockets [4-6]. The 40-mbar level was chosen

as a reference level for comparison. The UV data are referred to this

level. There are three SO 2 bands in the infrared spectrum: at 519
cm -1 , 1150 cm -l, and 1360 cm-L The levels of their formation in the

atmosphere may differ significantly, more than 10 km. In principal,

it allows us to obtain the vertical profile of SO 2 from 58 to 72 krn,
in the best case. So the IR data are sensitive to the 40-mbar level

(maybe with exception of the cold collar). For low and mid 1atimdes,

both data give a mixing ratio, f, of several tens ofppb and SO 2scale

height (H) of 1.5-2.5 kin, which is in a good agreement with the

photochemically predicted values [7]. This confirms that the photo-

chemical processes dominate in the upper clouds at low and mid

latitudes. Both data show an increase of abundance to several

hundreds ofppb at high latitudes, but there are differences in scale-

height latitudinal behavior. Decreases to 1 km are seen according to

UV, but according to the IR the high latitudes of Venus are seen to

be strongly irthomogeneous. Dynamic features with low position of
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clouds seeing in the IR, such as cold collar, hot dipole, and polar

cap, are not observed in UV. The IR data show H = 3-5 km on the

average for high latitudes outside the cold collar, and the mixing

ratio varies from 100-200 ppb in hot dipole to 1000 ppb in

irthomogeneous regions with relrieved high diffuse clouds. We find

inside the cold collar f ~ 1-10 ppb and H - 1 kin. The comparison

of IR and UV data shows that the vertical prof'de of SO zmay be more

complex than our two-parametric model, and H decreases with

height at h > 69 kin. In this case the differences in H are explained

by viewing angle differences between the observations and the

differential opacity at UV and IR. Temporal variations may also

contribute.

Latitudinal averaged column density at 62 km (near observed

upper boundary of clouds at high latitudes) obtained from the IR is

about 1019 cm -2 at low latitudes and it increases to 1020 cm -2 at

high latitudes.
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Similarities in the size and mean density of Earth and Venus

encourage the use of Earth-analogue models for the evolution of

Venus. However, the amount of water in the present Venus atmo-

sphere is miniscule compared to Earth's oceans [e.g., 1-3]. The

"missing" water is thus one of the most significant problems related

to the origin and evolution of Venus and has been discussed

extensively [e.g., 2-14]. Lewis [4] proposed that Venus accreted

with less water, but this has been challenged [I0,13]. The high D/I-I

ratio in Venus' atmosphere is consistent with an earlier water mass

more than 100 times higher than at present conditions and is often

ci ted to support a" wet" Venus, but this amounts to only 0.01 to 0.1%

of the water in terrestrial oceans [5,12,15, and Table 1] and the high

D/H ratio on Venus could easily reflect cometary injection [14].

Nevertheless, many authors begin with the premise that Venus once

had an oceanlike water mass on its surface, and investigate the

many possible mechanisms that might account for its loss [e.g.,

2,6-12]. In this paper we propose that Venus degassed to a lower

degree than the Em'th and never had an oceanlike surface water

mass.

Lower degree of outgasslng for Venus and its consequences:
1.40Ar in the atmosphere of Venus and Earth. 4eA.r in Venus'

atmosphere is -1/4 of that in Earth's atmosphere, when normalized

by planetary mass and ignoring 4°At stored in Earth's continental
crust [2,16]. Since K/U and Th/U ratios and K contents in venusian

crustal rocks are similar to those in terrestrial rocks [17,18], less

'mAr in Venus' atmosphere implies a lower degree of outgassing for

4°At [16]. 4oAr in Earth's atmosphere represents 62% degassing of

the time-integrated 40At budget of DM (degassed mantle), but 4oAr

in Venus' atmosphere represents only 15% degassing of its DM, if
the relative masses of DM in Venus and Earth are similar.

2. Comparison of N 2, CO2, and 1-120 on Earth and Venus.

Previous workers noted that the CO2/N 2 ratio of surface reservoirs

on Venus and Earth are nearly identical when CO 2 stored in Earth's
continental crust is included [2,9]. However, such comparisons did

not take into account the effect of recycling CO2back to Earth's DM,
which may be a significant part of the Earth's COzbudget [ 19]. The

present venusian crust is hot (surface temperature 740 K) and the

formation of carbonates requires liquid water, at least on the Earth,

hence the venusian crust is probably a poor repository of volatiles.

Most of the outgassed volatiles from Venus' DM are, therefore,

likely to reside in the atmosphere. Hence, subduction on Venus, if

it occurs, should have little effect on surface CO 2budget, analogous

to the case for N a on Earth. In this context, the atmospheric

composition of Venus can be used to estimate total outgassing from
the interior.

Table 1 compares the volatile inventory of Earth, which is

corrected for recycling, with that of Venus. Although the atmo-

sphere of Venus has tw ice as much N 2 as the AC* of Earth, it has only

about half as much CO z, and orders of magnitude less water. This

sequence is the inverse of the solubilities of these volatile compo-

nents in basaltic melts (Table 1). In the context of a solubility-

controlled degassing model, the relative difference in N z, CO z, and

H20 on Earth and Venus can perhaps be explained by a lower

degree of outgassing of Venus compared to Earth.

For solubility-controlled equilibrium outgassing we can write

the following equation [20]

ciM+ PiVg clM0,
c o v

= .-2-1=1+ "g '
RTm c i KiRTmM
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where c°iand c i are the initial and final concentrations of gas species

i in the magma, M0 and M are the intial and final mass of the magma

TABLE 1. Comparison of volatile inventory of Earth and Venus.

H20 CO 2 N2

Solubility (in tool g-I bar-l) 1.8 x 10 -6 1.8 x 104 -3.6 X 10-9

AC* of Earth (in moles) 8 x I022 (2--4_79) x 1022 (2.0i0.2) x 1020

Arm of Venus (in moles) 1016 to 1017 (1.1+0.1) x 1022 (4.3:t:0.5) x 1020

Solubility data are those in basaltic magma at I kbar partial vapor pressure and 1200°C. Source

of data: water [211; COz [22,23]; _ad N2 [24], atm of Venus [1-3]. AC* (atm+ crust) plus a

correction for recycling (recycling of water is ignored since the comparison is not affected by
augmenting water on Earth's surface).


